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Abstract 
In recent years, the dramatic increase of smartphone and tablet applications has allowed users to comment on various service 
platforms at any time through mobile internet, social media, cloud computing, and etc. While unfortunately, up to now, very few 
studies of classification methods have been applied in such area. In this paper, we concluded the following unique characteristics 
through more than 1,400,000 real mobile application reviews: (1) Short average length; (2) Large span of length; (3) Power-law 
distribution and (4) Significant difference in polarity.  Based on above mentioned characteristics, a series of comparative 
experiments have been done for emotion classifications through classification algorithms, feature representations and review 
length, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
A recent report by Global Digital Forensics has predicted that cloud computing, social media, smartphones and 
tablets will all be at the forefront of both business and personal use in the near future.  It is a key objective to make us 
more intelligent and procure valuable information through efficient big data processing and analysis. With the rapid 
development of Internet distributed computing, up to now, we are capable to analyse tremendous amount of data and 
predict customer favourites and future demands. 
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Especially, it is becoming more and more important to learn customer’s emotional inclinations and favorites 
through online text comments. Such analysis of customer’s emotional inclination has been considered as a problem 
of polarity classification, for example, Turney1 used part-of-speech tagging on emotional inclination among 
comments of car users; Pang2 found when unigram model is applied for movie comment, the polarity classification 
result is good. While Tong3 traced their positive and negative comments through historical graphs; Dave4 adopted 
grading function; Liu 5 has worked on comments of Amazon and Epinions. 
These research achievements have paved the way for the cognitive machine learning based emotion recognition. 
With the rapid development of Smart Phones, the end platform has been changed gradually from PC to mobile 
phones. It’s more flexible for users to comment through phones. As predicted, there will be 5.6 billion smart phone 
users by 2019, which will produce 10 Exabyte (1018 bits) data stream. Thereby, it’s urgent to quickly and effectively 
abstract the useful information from the many data through text mining. 
Howeverone question is: are the traditional emotion classification methods still suitable for mobile application 
reviews? Only few literatures discussed this and we are trying to evaluate it through a series of comparative 
experiments. 
Here, we summarize the main contributions of this paper as follow: 
 The statistical analysis was applied specifically for mobile user reviews. First, much shorter average mobile 
reviews than PC, only 17 Chinese characters on average. Second, large span of length, ranged from only one 
character to as many as 6000; Third, the reviews’ length and count meet power-law distribution; and last, three 
different polarity – positive, negative and neutral. These statistical features are important for design the 
experiment process and adopt the adaptive classification. 
 A series of comparative experiments have been done in order to find more suitable methods for short text 
comment. These sets of experiment include (1) polarity classification algorithms comparison, we choose the 
classic SVM and Naive Bayes methods to compare. (2) text feature representation methods comparison; we 
applied the N-grammar model6,7,8 and comparison the results when N from 1 to 4; (3) the influence of different 
count of word of comments on above experiments comparison, we divided the date into different groups 
according to count of words in order to find the influence on short text or long text. These experiments are 
helpful for us to find out a more efficient and accurate method of emotion classification.  
 Above mentioned comparative experiment is constructed on large-scale, real-world data-set. 140,000 + real 
mobile reviews are crawled from iTunes as the text corpus for sentiment analysis; such scale level is beyond 
most of the text corpuses in existing short text literature, so that the experiment result has shown actual reference 
significance. 
Furthermore, it is key important to merge, apply and secure multimedia big data for multiple terminals. This paper 
is shifting the traditional PC data processing onto mobile applications with some reasonable modifications, which is 
practical for customer behaviour tracing, product comments collection and protection against malicious 
calumniations and mischievous gossips from hostile competitors.    
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we discuss related work. In section 3, we will give the 
main character of mobile App reviews. In section 4, we give the experiment design idea, experiment process, as well 
as the background of relevant algorithms. In section 5, we discuss the result of a set of experiments. Finally, in 
section 6, we draw some conclusions and propose future work. 
2. Related work 
In recent years, sentiment polarity classification has attracted much attention from the area of natural language 
processing and data mining, which are mainly in the following approaches 
On the one hand, there are a lot of work based on symbolic approach, which applies manually crafted rules and 
lexicon 9-11. Lexicon-based methods rely on a sentiment lexicon, which is a great knowledge-based classification, but 
the sentiment lexicon is closely relevant to special fields, while lack of the generality. On the other hand, the 
sentiment polarity may be regarded as a text classification based topic, which is a general resolution and 
independent on special fields. The reviews are represented by different features, followed by any text classification 
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algorithm. All methods in this paper are belonging to the latter. 
In Pang and Lee's2 work, they choose the movie reviews in the IMDB (http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-
review-data/) , the reviews is an average of 3500 + bytes, 700 + words according our statistic result . 
Fan et al.12 develops a decision support for the vehicle defect discovery by making use of   consumer feedback 
reviews (textual online discussion forums). The research text corpus comes from the 2010 snapshot of the United 
Stated Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Office of Defect 
Investigations, vehicle safety complaint database. The min review at least 50 words, and the max review is 8586 
words, the review contains an average of 502 words. 
Cui and Mittal13 accumulate reviews about electronic products like digital cameras, laptops, PDAs, MP3 players, 
etc. from Froogle. The size of the whole corpus is around 0.4GB, including a total of over 320k product reviews 
about over 80k unique products. The average length of the reviews is 875 bytes. 
Kasthuriarachchy in his research14 compared the various field of reviews which came from movies, DVD, phone 
and tweets, aimed to detect the different reflection in the semantic classification. In the data set, the average number 
of words per sentence is 17-22.2 and at least one sentence per review, even the average sentences per review in 
movies review are 35.8. 
As what we can conclude from above, the mobile application reviews are much shorter than the traditional study. 
(More details please see section ). Such short reviews in the early study usually have been neglected or be filtered 
for lack of enough information or similar to spam comments. While in contrast, such short mobile application 
reviews account for almost 80% of the total. Are traditional methods and algorithms still suitable for short text?  It is 
necessary to discuss features of mobile application reviews and take a series of experiments to compare previous 
method and algorithms.   
3. Mobile App Reviews Feature Statistics 
3.1. Data set 
We have collected the mobile user reviews of WeChat, during the period of 2011-01-21 to 2013-06-06 through 
apple AppStore (https://itunes.apple.com/app/id414478124?mt=8&ls=1). 
3.2. Distribution of user reviews sentiment polarity 
The reviews in iTunes are scored from 1 to 5 points. In order to reduce the subjective difference of users on 
degree of sentiment, reviews of 4 to 5 points are combined into the positive review class, 1 to 2 points as negative 
review class, and 3 point to be the neutral review class. Table I shows the distribution of reviews. There are 145,263 
experimental data, including 109,901 positive example data, 23,654 negative example data and 11,688 neutral data, 
accounting for 75.67%, 16.28%, and 8.05%, respectively. 
Table 1. The distribution of positive, negative, neutral reviews 
 Positive reviews Negative reviews Neutral reviews 
count 109919 23656 11688 
proportion 75.67% 16.28% 8.05% 
3.3. Statistical feature of reviews 
By analysing the mobile user reviews, we found their statistical features as follows: 
• Much Shorter text than  PC reviews 
The collected experimental data show that the reviews have 17 Chinese characters on average, which are shorter 
than other short texts such as Microblog with 45 words on average. 
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• Much Larger span of length than in PC   
In our experiment data, the minimum review has only one Chinese character, while the maximum one has more 
than 6000 Chinese characters.  
• Text length satisfies the Power law distribution.  
Most reviews contain very few words, while only a few reviews contain a large amount of words, which actually 
satisfy the typical power-law distribution. As shown in Figure 1(a), a power law is a relation of the type y kxα=  , 
where y   is the number of review, x   is review character. Experiments results show that the power law exponent 
α    is -4.71. 
 
Fig 1(a). Power law relation of the length of reviews and the amount of reviews 
        Fig 1(b). Cumulative distribution functions of the length of reviews and the amount of reviews 
Figure1 (b) shows the cumulative distribution of document number. From it, the proportion of less than 5 Chinese 
characters in a review accounted for 20%, the proportion of less than 13 Chinese characters accounted for 50%, and 
the proportion of less than 29 Chinese characters accounted for more than 80%. Therefore, it can be confirmed that 
the distribution of short and long review is extremely uneven, short review shares the majority of review amount. 
There is a significant difference in total text length, word count and no-repeat word count among positive, 
negative and neutral reviews. Specific statistics data can be found in Table 2. 





4. Experimental Design 
4.1. Design Idea 
The main process of text classification is shown in Figure 2. The original review data will be firstly transferred 
into feature vector representation through pre-processing, and then classified by classification algorithms, and 
sometimes maybe through the text feature extraction (selection) process if the document   features are too much. 
This paper makes a series of comparative experiment in the three main sub-processes in Figure 3 and mainly 
analyses the problems as follows: 
 
DocLen 
(Total bytes count of review) 
DocWordCount 
(word count in review) 
DocFeatureCount 
(no-repeat  word count in review) 
Min/Max Mean Std Min/Max Mean Std Min/Max Mean Std 
Positive 1~1891 15.75 21.85047 1~966 13.37 12.87804 1~380 8.623 7.604664 
Neutral 1~ 355 30.54 24.74218 1~218 21.91 14.73096 1~120 14.72 9.838856 
Negative 1~6336 34.11 65.96021 1~4611 24.69 43.32424 1~428 16.06 11.048 
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Fig2. Main process of text classification 
• What kinds of classic classification algorithms are suitable for 
Sentiment Polarity classification on corpus of massive short texts? 
Among many of the machine learning methods for sentiment 
classification, Support Vector Machines method and Naïve Bayes4,15,16 
have drawn researcher’s attention with excellent and stable performances. 
So we will compare the two classic methods for mobile reviews in order 
to find the better method to massive short texts. 
Text feature representation is a formal method for input data. Such data 
can be in the form of character, words, phrases and other elements. In 
English, word is the most direct feature, but the Chinese is lack of 
obvious delimiter demarcation in the form of word. The document is 
always represented by phases or words and is segmented by Chinese word 
segmentation system. However, there are full of internet slang, errors and 
colloquial words in mobile application reviews, thereby it’s difficult for 
the conventional Chinese Word Segmentation system to divide the words 
or phrases correctly. In addition, current Chinese Word Segmentation tends to divide the word or phrase based on 
part of speech rather than based on the understanding. Such as “very good” is divided into “very” and “good”, but in 
Chinese, that is a positive phase. As well as  “not very well is divided into “not”+”very”+”good”, while in Chinese 
that is  negative. Therefore, two opposite polar sentence could be similar word representation in Chinese Word 
Segmentation system, which results in a very poor distinguish ability. 
To solve this problem, the N-gram language model can simplify the Chinese Word Segmentation to some extent 
and fill such gap. But, the increase of the value of N in N-gram may introduce extra calculation cost and the feature 
vector of the document will be redundant, and the recall rate for text classification will be lower. So we need to be 
more careful to select N. Here, we hope to find the best fit value of N by experimenting and verifying the text corpus 
of massive short texts.   
• Will above methods keep effective for various review length? 
Some reviews are longer than 6,000+ characters, while some only have one character, which are significantly 
different. Will above methods keeps effective for various review length? To answer this problem, we constructed the 
following two testing methods: 
One is grouped by the reviews length. We classified the reviews into ten different groups, namely, 1+, 10+, 20+, 
30+, 50+, 70+, 100+, 150+, 200+ and 300+. Here, 1+ represents the reviews with more than one Chinese word, 
300+ represents the reviews with more than 300 Chinese words.  
The other is grouped by the amount of sample. We divided the reviews into four groups which every group has 
the same amount of sample to prevent the classification affected by amount of sample. 
This paper selects two evaluation indexes in order to compare those performances comprehensively. One is the F-
SCORE which is comprehensive value between recall and precision. Another evaluation is Area under ROC Curve 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_operating_characteristic).The 10-fold cross-validation method is applied in the 
experiment. 
5. Experimental Results and Discussions 
Below we discuss those problems proposed in this section. 
5.1. The Influence of different classification algorithms  
This paper makes a comparison between SVM (LibLinear method) and Naïve Bayes (Multinomial method). 
Table3 is the Confusion Matrix in this comparison. Table 4 represents the evaluation between two methods. From P-
R-F index, we can find out that LibLinear is more accurate in positive classification; Naïve Bayes Multinomial is 
more accurate in negative and neutral classification. Both methods are almost equally accurate, but Naïve Bayes 
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Multinomial classification is better than liblinear in AUC index. Both two methods are obviously low efficient in 
performance of determining neutral classification, and this is certainly related to text corpus.  
Table 3 Confusion Matrix of SVM LibLinear methods and naïve bayes multinomial 
 
SVM LibLinear Naïve Bayes Multinomial 
Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral Positive 
Negative 15809 600 7245 16994 4097 2563 
Neutral 3531 644 7513 3818 4259 3611 
Positive 3330 784 105787 4488 8766 96647 
Table 4 Classification results comparison of SVM LibLinear method and Naïve Bayes Multinomial method 
polarity 
SVM LibLinear Naïve Bayes Multinomial 
P R F AUC (ROC area) P R F 
AUC 
(ROC area) 
Positive 0.878 0.963 0.918 0.772 0.94 0.879 0.909 0.922 
Negative 0.697 0.668 0.683 0.806 0.672 0.718 0.694 0.934 
Neutral 0.318 0.055 0.094 0.522 0.249 0.364 0.296 0.81 
Total 0.803 0.842 0.813 0.758 0.841 0.812 0.824 0.915 
 
Please see Table 5 for the comparison of two methods after grouping based on review word count. The general 
index of Bayes Multinomial is higher than that of LibLinear for word count below 200+, which means the Naïve 
Bayes Multinomial is better than SVM LibLinear. 
Table 5 Two methods compared in group by review length 
Reviews word 
 count 
SVM LibLinear Naïve Bayes Multinomial 
Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 
1+ 0.803 0.842 0.813 0.841 0.812 0.824 
10+ 0.769 0.812 0.780 0.812 0.780 0.794 
20+ 0.693 0.740 0.700 0.732 0.703 0.715 
30+ 0.649 0.699 0.658 0.687 0.663 0.673 
50+ 0.610 0.660 0.624 0.656 0.635 0.644 
70+ 0.582 0.636 0.600 0.635 0.617 0.625 
100+ 0.584 0.626 0.594 0.601 0.597 0.598 
150+ 0.505 0.545 0.512 0.589 0.597 0.568 
200+ 0.439 0.473 0.443 0.519 0.550 0.510 
300+ 0.559 0.583 0.569 0.542 0.563 0.488 
5.2. Influence of N-gram language model to classification algorithm 
We experiment the N-gram model with N ranging from 1 to 4 and compare the two methods, the results see Table 
6. 
Table 6 The two method Comparison grouped by sample amount with N ranged from 1 to 4 
N-grammar 
model 
SVM LibLinear Naïve Bayes Multinomial 
Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 
n=1 gram 0.803 0.842 0.813 0.841 0.812 0.824 
n=2 gram 0.813 0.846 0.824 0.854 0.810 0.828 
n=3 gram 0.812 0.845 0.823 0.852 0.808 0.827 
n=4 gram 0.810 0.844 0.812 0.847 0.808 0.820 
From Table6 we can see that the two algorithms both have good classification effects in general in case of N=2. 
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While when N is raised to 3 or 4 gram, the classification effect will not be improved, but even reduced. Therefore, 
2-gram is the best selection.  
5.3. Influence of text length 
We then split reviews according to the text length. Table 7 shows the classification effect after directly 
performing Chinese word segmentation. The result shows that the accuracy of Sentiment Polarity classification rises 
along with the decrease of the word count for both two methods. Meanwhile the 2-gramer achieves the best 
classification effort. There is a close relation between review length and classification accuracy; the longer the 
reviews is, the more difficult to judge its polarity. 
Table 7. The two methods comparison grouped by review length with N ranged from 1 to 4 
Reviews 
word count 
1gram 2gram 3gram 4gram 
LibLinea




r Multinomial LibLinear 
Multinomia
l 
F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure 
1+ 0.813 0.824 0.824 0.828 0.824 0.826 0.824 0.825 
10+ 0.78 0.794 0.791 0.797 0.791 0.796 0.79 0.793 
20+ 0.7 0.715 0.71 0.722 0.709 0.721 0.708 0.716 
30+ 0.658 0.673 0.667 0.683 0.666 0.678 0.665 0.667 
50+ 0.624 0.644 0.629 0.647 0.629 0.637 0.627 0.629 
70+ 0.6 0.625 0.613 0.629 0.612 0.608 0.607 0.602 
100+ 0.574 0.578 0.595 0.593 0.576 0.577 0.578 0.575 
150+ 0.512 0.568 0.491 0.56 0.491 0.56 0.491 0.561 
200+ 0.443 0.51 0.506 0.512 0.455 0.507 0.457 0.493 
300+ 0.569 0.488 0.546 0.533 0.527 0.464 0.505 0.449 
 
In order to evaluate the performance influenced by the sample count, we roughly classify the existing 
experimental data into four groups with various lengths. No.1 group chooses reviews of 1 to 6 characters, and the 
total number of such reviews is 38198. The other three groups have been assigned with similar reviews counts, as 
shown in the second column of Table 8. 
We also performed 10-fold cross-validation method on four groups and carried out experimental comparison for 
the two main algorithms under 1 gram and 2 gram language models, and obtained data as shown in table 8. From 
these tables we can observe that the F-measures of the two methods are both decreased along with the increase of the 
word count of reviews. And F-measure achieve the best result by choosing N=2. It is obvious that the sentiment 
information in short text is highly concentrated and has outstanding performance during sentiment analysis for the 
Chinese text. While the long text has many non-sentiment words which may disturb the determination on sentiment 
polarity, so the accuracy ratio and recall ratio may be continuously declined. 
Table 8  The two methods comparison grouped by amount of sample when N from 1 to 4 
Group Reviews count 
1gram 2gram 3gram 4gram 
LibLinear Multinomial LibLinear Multinomial LibLinear Multinomial LibLinear Multinomial 
F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure F-Measure 
1#1-6 38198 0.943 0.948 0.95 0.967 0.931 0.944 0.915 0.926 
2#7-13 36999 0.88 0.885 0.886 0.898 0.85 0.898 0.85 0.87 
3#14-25 35214 0.756 0.771 0.761 0.774 0.761 0.774 0.754 0.761 
4#25+ 34854 0.65 0.673 0.654 0.687 0.654 0.687 0.65 0.672 
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 
In order to get valuable information in the mobile reviews, we crawled a great number of real data, carried 
statistical analysis, and found that mobile application reviews have the following four characteristics: Short 
average length; Large span of length; Power-law distribution and  significant difference in polarity. These 
characteristics make phone reviews obviously different from that on PC. 
To find out more suitable semantic classification methods for mobile reviews, this paper conducted a series of 
comparative experiments to compare the commonly classical algorithm and process. The experimental results show 
that: 
(1) On the classification algorithm link, Bayesian method is proved to be better than SVM method;  
(2) On feature representation, after the Chinese word segmentation, N-Gram is applied (N=2) for the best result; 
(3) On feature extracting process, especially when the number of word in reviews is larger than 150, this process 
is necessary and can obviously improve the sentiment classification accuracy; 
(4) We found that the less words in the review, the more accurate of semantic classification. In other words, the 
more words in the reviews, the more difficult to classify them. 
In the future, we will investigate a comprehensive solution especially for mobile application review 
classifications, based on these characteristics as mentioned in this paper and our previous experimental results. 
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